**NEW ARRIVALS FOR 2017**

- **ZERO PST**
  - Ultra-matte high-pressure laminate with a technical surface designed for high-impact environments.
  - **Features**
    - Zero PST contains antibacterial and hygienic properties, suitable for use in hospitals, kitchens, and more.
    - Zero PST has low light reflectivity, ensuring privacy and a non-glare finish.
    - Zero PST is suitable for both horizontal and vertical applications.

- **CHALKBOARD LAMINATE**
  - High-pressure laminate with an erasable marker board surface, available in both magnetic and non-magnetic versions.

- **COMPACT LAMINATE**
  - Versatile and durable, Interior Grade Compact is available in many thicknesses from 1/8” to 1”.
  - Suitable for fixtures and furniture in commercial, educational, and healthcare environments.

- **MARKER BOARD LAMINATE**
  - High-Pressure Laminate with a high wear chalkboard surface, available in both magnetic and non-magnetic versions.

- **CUSTOM DIGITAL LAMINATE**
  - Bella Laminati launches a new range of custom laminate options, allowing for unique designs to be created.

- **NEW 2017**
  - **Tabletop** - **A-5519 PIETRA, MEDIO CONCRETE**
  - **Cabinetry** - **Z05 LACCATA, BLACK JACK**
  - **Hotel Reception** - **PW-6606 MULTI-RIGHE, RAME RIO ROSE**
  - **Conference Table** - **WG-4410 GRAIN, MOCHA OAK**
  - **Cabinetry** - **WG-2201 RUVIDO, ROSE ELM**
  - **Ceiling Beams** - **PW-6602 MULTI RIGHE, OREGON LEAF WOOD**

- **Zero PST**
  - Ultra-matte high-pressure laminate with an antibacterial and hygienic surface designed for high-impact environments.
  - **Features**
    - Suitable for use in hospitals, kitchens, and more.
    - Zero PST has low light reflectivity, ensuring privacy and a non-glare finish.
    - Zero PST is suitable for both horizontal and vertical applications.

- **Chalkboard Laminate**
  - High-pressure laminate with an erasable marker board surface, available in both magnetic and non-magnetic versions.

- **Compact Laminate**
  - Versatile and durable, Interior Grade Compact is available in many thicknesses from 1/8” to 1”.
  - Suitable for fixtures and furniture in commercial, educational, and healthcare environments.

- **Custom Digital Laminate**
  - Bella Laminati launches a new range of custom laminate options, allowing for unique designs to be created.

- **New 2017**
  - Tabletop - **A-5519 PIETRA, MEDIO CONCRETE**
  - Cabinetry - **Z05 LACCATA, BLACK JACK**
  - Hotel Reception - **PW-6606 MULTI-RIGHE, RAME RIO ROSE**
  - Conference Table - **WG-4410 GRAIN, MOCHA OAK**
  - Cabinetry - **WG-2201 RUVIDO, ROSE ELM**
  - Ceiling Beams - **PW-6602 MULTI RIGHE, OREGON LEAF WOOD**

**Bella Laminati**

**The beauty of nature in laminates**

**Bella Laminati Headquarters**

3799 US Highway 46, Suite 108
Parsippany, NJ 07054

973.335.6000 sales@bellalaminati.com

WWW.BELLA LAMINATI.COM

**The Bella Laminati collection currently consists of nearly 250 different high-pressure decorative laminates following the latest trends in Italian design, inspired by nature’s beauty.**

**Bella Laminati** (BellaLamina) is an innovative and original range of high-pressure decorative laminates following the latest trends in Italian design, inspired by nature’s beauty.

**The Bella Laminati collection currently consists of nearly 250 different high-pressure decorative laminates following the latest trends in Italian design, inspired by nature’s beauty.**
**SOLID COLORS**

A diverse selection of solid colors available in soft matte, and a limited selection are also offered in high-gloss.

**PEARLESCENTS (REFLEX & SPARK)**

Inspired by latest trends in interior design, Bella offers a wide range of solid colors and patterns with striking reflectivity.

**SOLID CORE LAMINATES**

Exclusive line of solid colors that offers new artistic excellence inedia into a contemporary yet timeless look. Bella offers distinct shades of silver, bronze, copper along with reflective mirror finishes.

**TEXTURED & PATTERNS**

Innovative, creative and sophisticated, Bella offers mesmerizing patterns and solid colors with distinctive embossed textures.

**WOOD GRAINS**

Our comprehensive collection of wood laminate is available in an array of unique textures and finishes that truly capture the essence of real wood.